
Overview of Payroll 
and Related Rules

HELPING TO PREVENT WAGE & HOUR CLAIMS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MonicaGood morning all!  Welcome to the final session for the 2021 HR Regionals virtual series – An over view of payroll and related rules.Though not an exciting subject at times – ensuring your payroll and other wage and hour systems are in place can go a long way to help prevent wage and hours claims….and that’s what we are here for….to help our districts with their day to day to then be ready to serve their communities!



Introductions

Monica Harrison- SDAO HR Manager

Nicole Harbaugh – SDAO Accountant 
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Presentation Notes
I may have met many of you online and allow me to introduce myself to those I have not met….I'm Monica Harrison, the HR Manager with SDAO!  I have been with SDAO Since 2018 and this is my fourth time co-hosting these HR regional trainings – second time in a virtual format.But I am not all alone today!  Joining me is Nicole Harbaugh…..Nicole please introduce yourself to our audience today.



Ten-Thousand-Foot View 

There are many variables each of you have within the business parameters you 
operate in

100% of all possible scenarios cannot be covered in today’s agenda

Trust, but verify

If you have questions related to information covered in today’s presentation, 
please reach out and ask!
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MonicaAs we begin today, keep in mind that this presentation is a 10,000 foot view on various wage and hour elements.  We purposely don’t get too far into the weeds on each topic because all of you will have different size organizations and scenarios (CBS, Volunteers, Traditional) and while some things are global in having to ensure they are applied correctly, such as position classification for example, some elements will be personalized to your organization.As we go through keep the thought of “Trust but verify” in mind – you may need to review your own district and how some of these topics apply to you.COMMENT ON HOW QUESTIONS WILL BE MANAGED



General outline

• Tenure of an employee – things to contemplate to ensure best practice

• Leave Laws, including OFLA, FMLA, Oregon Sick Leave

• Time & Attendance reminders

• Payroll information, including brief definitions on taxes

• And more…
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MonicaSo the agenda today will loosely follow wage and hour topics that sort of flow along with the life cycle of your employeesOften when we talk about one subject it does bleed into other subjects so there may be some HR issues weaved in amongst the wage and hour issuesCOMMENT ON HOW HR BLEEDS INTO TOPICS AND LAST THREE SESSIONS AND HOW THEY RELATE



Let's get started
• The following slide cover the Federal & OR State key laws that employers must 

follow regarding labor, hours, wages, records and breaks. 

• We break this down into how it affects the Life Cycle of your employee through: 
• Recruitment
• Job Offers
• Benefit Eligibility
• Work Life
• Taxes
• Final Check 

Presenter
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MonicaSo lets get startedTo follow we are going to cover some key laws that are the backbone if you will to the topics we will discussAnd we are going to use what is a typical life cycle of an employee and the various wage and hour considerations at each stageThat’s not to say we will be able to cover it all – remember this is a 10,000 foot view



Key Laws
• Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) 

Wages and the Fair Labor Standards Act | U.S. Department of Labor (dol.gov)

• ORS 653-Oregon Conditions of Employment

• ORS 652 – Oregon Hours, Wages, Records

• Administrative Rules – OAR Chapter 839-Division 20

• Employers must follow the law that most benefits the employee

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NIKKIFLSA- Federal labor laws regarding federal minim wage, overtime, hours worked, recordkeeping and child labor. (Mandatory poster in your business) ORS 653- State level laws regarding minimum wages, employment conditions ( Breaks/schedules/sick leave) and child labor. ( BOLI ->Mandatory poster in your business) ORS 652- Oregon Hours, Wages, Records – Payment & collection of Wages, Enforcement of Wage Claims, Personnel Records ( BOLI ->Mandatory poster in your business) Administrative Rules- OAR Chapter 839-Division 20: Rest Periods for Expression of Milk MONICAYou'll notice on the slide it says the employer must follow the law that most benefits the employee Nikki also mentions the posters you all must have – please also know that given we are in a situation where many work from home now, you still need to have these posting available to your employee.  How?  Well, place on a home page – email etc.You'll also notice throughout the slides we will list a number of websites you can also go to, to gain more in depth information

https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/flsa


LIFE CYCLE OF YOUR 
EMPLOYEE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MonicaSo lets get started and lets look at this from the viewpoint of when your employee joins your district



Life Cycle of an Employee

• Recruitment

• Job Offer

• Accepted offer and Hired

• Benefits Eligible

• Work Life

• Termination/Retirement/Resignation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MonicaTypical cycle that 99% of your employees would follow during their time with your organization would be recruitment, job offer, benefits and work life followed by termination (voluntary or involuntary)I say 99% because there are always the unique situations that come up from time to timeAnd wage and hour items differ at each point of the life cycle of the employee



Recruitment
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Presentation Notes
MonicaLets start right at the beginning from when you start a recruitment for a new employeeAlthough that is another subject for another webinar, I will say that it is valuable to have a developed recruitment plan for all of your recruitments and apply your procedures consistentlyAgain – a topic for another webinar



Position Descriptions

First step in recruitment is developing the position description

Everything starts with a position description related to the job itself, its classification, its 
compensation etc. 

Position descriptions need to be kept current to help ensure compliance with law (Equal 
pay act) as well as ensuring compensation for the position is accurate/current

Suggestion: Good practice to keep position descriptions current is to review/update 
annually in conjunction with the performance evaluation
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MonicaAlmost everything begins with a position description – the position description (an accurate and current one) is really a foundation for so many aspects of your HR functions and your wage and hour concerns - Again this could be a webinar in itselfWhy? There are many reasons, such as the equal pay act compliance, ADA, Classification and compensation of each positionI am hoping you all have completed your equal pay analysis and are now in compliance with the equal pay act.I know writing and updating position descriptions is a potentially daunting task - I would suggest that position descriptions are reviewed annually with the employee during their annual performance evaluation to ensure they are kept current and then they are more easily kept up to date – which in turn helps you remain compliant with the various laws and wage and hour issues 



Equal Pay Act

• Assume all are aware of the pay equity law passed in 2017?

• By December 31, 2018, employers in Oregon should have completed a pay equity 
analysis and made any corrective actions necessary

• In 2021 the minimum of doing an analysis every three years has been reached

• Pay equity law requires a more defined view on total compensation related to 
positions of similar knowledge, skill, effort, responsibility and working 
conditions

Presenter
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MonicaOn the last slide I spoke about the Equal pay act and hopefully you all have become well versed in the pay equity law that went into affect in June of 2017 and I am going to assume you have completed the analysis that was strongly suggested and made any corrective actions needed Now here we are in 2021 we are three years out from the roll out of the equal pay actPart of the act was that employers were required to complete the equal pay analysis every three years so what that means is it is time for you to review and revise your analysis and make any potential subsequent changes to your job groupings and possibly salaries.



Classifications

• Employees whose jobs are governed by the Fair Labor 
Standards Act (FLSA) are classified exempt or non–exempt 

• Most jobs are governed by the FLSA (FLSA Fact Sheet 17A)

https://www.dol.gov/whd/overtime/fs17a_overview.pdf

• General rule – if a job is governed by some other federal 
labor law, the FLSA does not apply (example: railroad 
workers (Railway Labor Act), many truck drivers (Motor 
Carriers Act)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MonicaEarlier Nikki spoke about the FLSA or the Fair Labor Standard act Employees whose jobs are governed by the FLSA are then classified into an exempt or non-exempt position.  There are very few jobs not governed by the FLSA So we spoke about the development of your job descriptions and part of the development of positions/position descriptions is determining if the job is exempt or non-exemptWhether a position is classified correctly ties directly into how that position is compensatedThis is one area where you will see wage and hour claims EXAMPLE: (employee was misclassified as exempt when their position truly is non-exempt

https://www.dol.gov/whd/overtime/fs17a_overview.pdf


Exempt vs. Non-exempt

• Exempt: not entitled to overtime pay

• Hours worked are not tracked

• Non-exempt: entitled to overtime pay

• Hours worked must be accurately tracked
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Presentation Notes
MonicaSo what is the difference between a position being exempt or non-exempt?A Primary difference is OVERTIME eligibility – non-exempt are eligible for overtime while exempt positions are notAlso non-exempt positions must accurately track their hours worked and we will talk about that later in the presentationAt times, and often without intent, positions are misclassified as Exempt so that the employer is relieved from paying overtimeI’ve seen it where the employees want their position to be considered exempt because they don’t want to track their time, or want a flexible schedule to be able to come and go and there is even some feeling that an exempt position is “better” or more “prestigious”Neither are acceptable reasons to misclassify a position and the FLSA does need to be followed



Exempt
• With few exceptions, to be exempt an employee must 

• (a) In January of 2020 the minimum salary for a position to be classified as 
non-exempt was raised to $684 per week ($35,568.00 annually) AND
(b) be paid on a salary basis, and also 
(c) perform exempt job duties. 

• These requirements are outlined in the FLSA Regulations  (U.S. Department 
of Labor)

• Most employees must meet all three "tests" to be exempt. 
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Presentation Notes
MonicaHow do you determine if a position is exempt or non exempt?Well, the FLSA provides guidance on this.  When you review your position descriptions you may want to also review to ensure you have each of your positions classified correctly.Exempt:There are some what are perceived to be simple rules for a position to be classified exempt, such as a minimum earnings, be paid on a salary basis and perform exempt job duties – the minimum salary was raised to $684 per week (from $455/$23,600) in January of 2020 – have you looked at any of your positions classified as exempt that may not now meet this salary base and need to be re-classified to non-exempt?It is the performance of exempt job duties where the misclassification can occurThe FLSA fact sheets provide more clear definitions of each type of possible duty that could classify a position as exempt



Exempt
• It is the performance of exempt job duties where the misclassification can occur

• There are a variety of types of positions and their associated job duties that also 
need to be considered – Executive Exemption – Administrative Exemption –
Professional Exemption – Computer Employee Exemption – and more

Fact Sheet #17A: Exemption for Executive, Administrative, Professional, Computer & Outside Sales 
Employees Under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) | U.S. Department of Labor (dol.gov)
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MonicaThere are a variety of types of positions and their associated job duties that also need to be considered – Executive Exemption – Administrative Exemption – Professional Exemption – Computer Employee Exemption – and moreThe FLSA fact sheets provide more clear definitions of each type of possible duty that could classify a position as exempt

https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/fact-sheets/17a-overtime


Mis-classification
• What happens if you have a position misclassified and a BOLI complaint arises?

• Mis-classification of a position as exempt creates a liability for unpaid overtime

• It is the employers’ burden to prove exempt status of employees

• Generally, a two-year statue of limitations applies to the recovery of back pay

• In the case of willful violations, a three-year statute of limitations applies

• Burden of proof is on the employer to prove exempt status
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MonicaWhy is it important to ensure you have a position classified and then consequently PAID correctly?Because mis classifications of a non-exempt position can lead to a wage and hour claim Mis classification of a position as exempt creates a liability for unpaid overtimeThe burden of proof is on you the employer to prove exempt status (how good are your job descriptions and time keeping records?)In the case of a claim you would have to be able to document that the person who was misclassified received all their required lunches and breaks to not be potentially liable for the overtime as well as prove they did not also work over 40 hours in a week and should have received overtimeThere is a two year statute of limitations in the recovery of back pay and in the case of a willful violation it’s a 3 year statute of limitations for back payLater we will talk about accurate time keeping for non-exempt positions and why that is so important – it relates back to the liability of not having classified your position correctly and if you are unable to document hours worked then you have an uphill battle to win



Status

Full time  Part time
Temporary/

Seasonal

Independent 
contractor

Volunteer
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Presentation Notes
MonicaAlong with classifying the employee or the position correctly as exempt or non-exempt, you also need to look at the status of each of your positions.Full time?  Part Time?  Temporary or seasonal? Independent Contractor?  Volunteer?  And we will talk about a status that isn’t used often of salaried non-exempt later in the presentationAll of this has a direct impact on how payroll is process, time is tracked or not tracked, if someone is benefits eligible and so forth.



Full Time – Part Time

Full time

• Usually, 40 hours a week

Part time

• Usually less than 40 hours a week
• Other considerations to part time 

classification
• Affordable Care Act (ACA)
• What do you classify as part time

Presenter
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MonicaHow part time vs. full time is often determined by the individual organization.  Usually full time is 40 hours per work weekBUT Keep in mind the affordable care act which considers 30 hours full time for the offering of benefitsNikki will speak on the ACA later in the presentation This should be outlined in your policy manual or your collective bargaining agreement if you have oneSTORY OF THE PERSON FROM TEMP AGENCY OVER 30 HOURS – had to offer benefits or hire



PERS
https://www.oregon.gov/pers/Pages/index.aspx

• Qualifying for PERS

• New employee must complete six months of uninterrupted service

• Work in a qualifying position

• Be on payroll at beginning of first full pay period following six month waiting period

• If an employee goes over 600 hours worked in a 12 month period, they are PERS 
eligible

PERS Employer Handbook:
Employer-Manual.pdf (oregon.gov)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MonicaWith full time vs. part time, for those of you that are PERS employers, keep in mind potential implications for your part time employeesIn general terms, if a part time person works over 600 hours in a calendar year in a PERS qualifying position, has met the six month waiting period and meets some other criteria, they are PERS eligible and their 6% should have been deducted from their check as well as the employer portionI am not a PERS expert by any means and as you are aware PERS is complex -encourage direct contact with PERS for information but this happened…..Again this speaks to the importance of having an accurate time keeping systemIn a previous job I saw it happen where part time employees went over the 600 hours worked and suddenly they had a PERS debt to pay since the 6% employee contribution was never taken…it can be shocking to be told that you all of a sudden have to pay what equates to 6% of your earnings to PERS.

https://www.oregon.gov/pers/EMP/Documents/Employer-Publications/Manuals-Guides/Employer-Manual.pdf


Temporary/Seasonal

Definite start and end date to employment 

PERS implications if go over 600 hours in a calendar year (after meeting a 6-month 
waiting period)

Potential benefits issue if they work beyond their status per ACA
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MonicaFor seasonal work or temporary, you need to have a definite start and end dateEXAMPLE: I worked with a situation where a “temporary part time employee” was working full time hours and had been with the organization well over six months.  The implication was that this person should have been offered benefits since they met the requirement under the ACA.  When this was brought to the attention of the Department Head they ended up terminating the “temporary” employee.Need to be careful of placing people into PERS eligibility if they go over 600 in the year and go past the 6 month waiting period  



Independent Contractor

• 1099 as apposed to a W2 (for tax return purposes)

• The general rule is that an individual is an independent contractor if the payer 
has the right to control or direct only the result of the work and not what will be 
done and how it will be done

• ORS 670.600 – Independent Contractor defined

https://www.oregonlaws.org/ors/670.600

Presenter
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MonicaTempting sometimes to call ‘employees’ independent contractors to avoid the costs and responsibilities associated with employees (taxes, benefits, PERS)True independent contractors are self employed Under ORS 670 the definition of independent contractor includes the person being free from direction or control over the mean and manner of providing services (so you would not direct the person in their duties – and the person is usually engaged as an independently established business  Encourage you if you have questions to look this up and read the definition in detailIf you question whether you have folks classified as independent contractors but they actually are not.- contact pre-loss at SDAO



Independent Contractor vs. Employee

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR

• Services offered to the general public

• Schedule and “need” determined by 
contract negotiated

• No job description or explanation on 
“how” the work will be done

• Work performed is paid through the 
terms of the contract negotiated and 
subject to a 1099 at the end of the year

EMPLOYEE

• Has a schedule

• Job description explains work to be 
performed

• Employer dictates how it will be 
performed

• Set up in the payroll system to be paid 
for work performed
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Presentation Notes
MonicaIn very general terms the tests applied by the courts and BOLI to determine if a worker is an independent contractor and operating an independent business include but are not limited to;A. determining if the employee is free from direction and controland/or B. whether the worker is independent of the business to which services are being provided. (is office space provided on site? Have they filled out a W4/I9 and are actually on payroll? How do they invoice for services? Do they provide these services for other organizations and not just yours?EXAMPLE: Roofer example



Penalty
• If an employee is misclassified as an independent contractor

• Potential costs include back taxes and interest, back wages, penalty wages 
and interest

• Additional civil penalties may be assessed if minimum wage and OT claims 
are involved
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MonicaJust like misclassifying an employees position as exempt, there are penalties for misclassification of a position as independent contractorWith misclassifying a position as an independent contractor the penalties could include back taxes, back wages, penalties and interest.Civil penalties can also be assess if minimum wage and overtime claims are involved.



Volunteers
• Work must be performed for a public, religious or humanitarian service 

• Without expectation of pay

• At employee’s own initiative

• One Employee’s own time

• Duties must be different from paid positions. 
• See OAR 839-020-0046 (3) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiBOLI WHD applied the “economic reality” test to determine whether an employment relationship exists for wage and hour purposes. The economic reality test considers 6 factors, with no single factor determinative, meant to gauge the degree of the worker’s economic dependence. ( A high degree of ‘economic dependence’ on the art of the worker indicates an employment relationship). 



Economic Realities Test 
Volunteer/Employee/Independent Contractor

1. The extent to which the work performed by the worker is an integral part of 
the alleged employer’s business

2. The degree of control exercised by the alleged employer

3. The permanency of the relationship

4. The skill and initiative required to perform the work 

5. The degree to which the worker’s opportunity for profit and loss is determined 
by the alleged employer

6. The extent of the relative investments of the worker and alleged employer. 

https://www.oregon.gov/boli/employers/Pages/employee-or-independent-contractor.aspx

Presenter
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Nikki. This slides shows the six criteria that BOLI uses to determine if an individual is an employee, an independent contractor or a volunteer. More information can be found at the below web address. 



Job Offer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Monica



What to include in a job offer letter

Position title Starting salary offer

Reporting to Outline of benefits

Start date Offer is contingent upon

Status (Exempt-Non) Expectations of first day

Schedule Signature/return

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MonicaThere isn’t a law requiring an offer letter, but why not?  Eliminates any confusion – have had it where people, after their first check, felt they were offered a different starting wage than what was actually providedProvides clear understanding of parameters of the position.  This can help prevent a wage and hour issue in the future as you a) have it in writing what the position was the person was hired in to (classification, hourly wage etc)An offer letter should contain accurate information about the position title, status and classification of position and so forth.  EXAMPLE: the fella who thought he was making more moneyEncourage making it contingent upon the successful completion of the back ground check, reference check and pre-employment drug screen IF applicable.  



Job Offer Accepted; Employee is Hired

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MonicaSo you have made an offer – it was accepted and the employee passed all the contingencies such as a background check.  Now what – they're hired right?It doesn’t stop here!  This is where the wage and hour considerations become even more relevant - 



Hired, now what?
• W-4  (State and Federal)

• I-9

• Orientation

• Minimum wage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MonicaWith every new hire there should be an onboarding which typically includes a lot of paperworkSome of this new hire paperwork has strict deadlines which I will go over There are other elements like the orientation time or lets call it initial training time to considerThings to remember if you do anything like this in advance of the employees first official day, any time the employee spends on things like reviewing company policies or filling out paperwork or taking online training is compensable time.  



Filling out W-4
• First and foremost, please don’t give tax advice!

• It is ok to share how the W-4 impacts the individuals’ tax return since this 
information listed determines how much in taxes to take out of each pay check

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiWe all know what a w4 isDon’t give out tax advice – offering advice such as this can come back on you 



Federal W4 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiStep 1 ( C ) Single or married is the biggest area that is missedIf not completed, then payroll is obligate to put in single/0 which is the highest tax rate possible Step 2: Employees should determine if they need to fill out Step 2 and possibly Step 4 ( C ): If an employees hold more then one job at a time OR are married filing jointly and their spouse also works see step # 2. If the combined income from the multiple jobs requires an employee to take out extra withholdings (example one spouse does Uber or Lyft) they can use page # 3 to give a rough estimate of what needs to held or use the www.irs.gov/W4app. Don’t advise on this! 



W-4 FORM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nikki      Step 3: Use this to fill out based on individual situations as to if you want to claim Step 4 A-C- ( Other Adjustments): This sections addressed income an employee may receive OUTSIDE of the position they are receiving that they may want to withhold federal taxes for. This is very individually based- don’t advise on this!! Step 4B- This addresses additional deductions an employee may want take that do not involve children ( qualifying home mortgage interest for example). Employees should see page # 3 for assistance is qualifying and calculating these forms of deductions. Section 4C – a person can deduct more on their taxes - tax advise from a professional for the employee – don’t advise on this – it has to do with individual tax returns etc.It is recommended that you give the entire form (All 4 pages) of the document to a perspective employee (not just page 1). They will need this to do the calculations for step 2b (previous slide) and Step 4(b). One of the reasons why giving advise on taxes is not recommended, as you would need to know a lot about a employee's personal situation 



State W4
This W-4 deals specifically with Oregon 
State taxes. The information requested 
will be similar to the federal W2 but, it is 
combined and displayed differently.  

Difference are: 

Line # 2: Allowances.: Employee needs 
to use Worksheets A through C to 
complete.

Line # 3: Additional amount withheld 
specifically for STATE taxes. 

Line # 4: Exemptions from STATE 
withholding only.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiLine # 2  Allowance: This includes dependents, adjustments, credits, non-wage income and multiple jobs information. Employee will need to use worksheets A through C located on pages 2-4 to determine amounts and eligibility.  Line # 3 Additional Amounts: To be filled out by the Employee if there are additional money, they want withheld  specifically for Oregon Taxes. Line #4: Exemptions from withholding: Have the employee reference page #2 to see if they qualify. Both parts 4a & 4b must be completed if they do. Again, it is recommended that you give the entire form (All 8 pages) of the document to a perspective employee (not just page 1). Even if they do not read the instructions on pages 5-8, they will need the worksheet on page 2-4 to help do the math calculations for sections 2 (Allowances). 



I9
• Mandatory document that all employees must complete

• Documents identity and legally being able to work in the USA

• There is a timeline to follow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MonicaThough not really something to worry about when it comes to wage and hour issues, it is relevant as we talk about new hire paperwork.The I9 is a mandatory new hire document that confirms someone's identity and legal eligibility to work in the USAThere is a timeline to follow – the documents must be presented within 72 hours of hire or else the employment should be terminated – that is a potential issue if you possibly have someone working for you that you have not verified as being legally able to work in the USAOften found the persons who complete the I9, have not been trained on it and it is completed incorrectly



I9
• Be sure to use most current version – can get that on the following website

USCIS Form I-9

• Completing an I9

https://www.uscis.gov/i-9-central/complete-and-correct-form-i-9

• Storing an I9 

https://www.uscis.gov/i-9-central/retain-store-form-i-9/storing-form-i-9

Presenter
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MonicaI9 does change so be sure to use most current version – most recent one expires in 2022Suggestion to our districts and their HR office is to conduct mini hr. audit which include review of all I9’s, review of employee files to ensure they are being stored and retained correctProvided some websites for some online tutorials on completion and storage of the I9’s

https://www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/document/forms/i-9-paper-version.pdf
https://www.uscis.gov/i-9-central/complete-and-correct-form-i-9


Section 1

To be completed by employee

To be completed no later than by 
the first day of work with pay

Employers are liable for errors in 
completing this form

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MonicaJust quickly lets look at the I9Section 1 is to be completed in part by the employee and in part by the employer, however, you will note at the top of the document it states that the EMPLOYER is liable for any errorsThere is a timeline to follow for this documentSection 1 to be completed by the employee no later than first day of work for payCommon oversight is the employee doesn’t sign and date it



Preparer/Translator

This section is to be completed if a 
preparer or translator was or was 
not utilized

Presenter
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Monica The bottom of the first page is to be completed if you utilize anyone else to assist the employee to complete the I9 – such as a translator



• This section must be completed 
within three business days of first 
day of work

• Must physically examine the 
documents

• Documents must be provided 
within 72 hours of first day of hire

• You may or may not copy 
documents but be consistent

Presenter
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MonicaExample: i9 AUDIT AND STICKY NOTE 
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MonicaThis is the last page that provides the list of acceptable documentsEmployee must bring one document from column a or one document from column b AND cDon’t over document either



Reverification 
and rehire
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MonicaSection 3 is on the bottom of page 2Often missed, when someone gets a new name, is rehired or has a previous grant of employment that has expired and they need to provide proof of eligibility to continue employmentIn these cases you will need to review the documentation that shows a new name or continued eligibility of employment.For a rehire you will want to review the documents as well in case there has been a name changes since their previous employment with you



Hired – Orientation

• All time is paid (such as orientation)

• Best to not bring anyone in before all items on offer letter are completed successfully

• Be sure to have a true orientation and onboarding plan; include training plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nikki/MonicaJust a reminder that all time worked should be paidIf you bring someone in for an orientation before their background check is complete (for example), and then they do not “pass” the Standard Background Check, you still must pay them for the time worked at the orientationUs this as an opportunity to ensure the new employee understands your payroll practices, pay dates, pay periods etc.  Example: If your company uses forecasting payrollSuggestions – don’t wing it!  Have a developed orientation and onboarding plan– set your folks up to succeedEXAMPLE: person hired before background check



Minimum wage

• Upcoming increases that vary depending on region

• BOLI website has the Metro Urban Growth Boundary lookup

https://www.oregon.gov/boli/whd/omw/pages/minimum-wage-rate-summary.aspx

• Remember to keep your labor posters current

https://www.oregon.gov/boli/TA/Pages/T_Tabooks.aspx

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiMinimum wage increases every yearIf you have positions that are at minimum wage don’t forget to do the required increasesChanges in minimum wage can cause compression: Example: Joe is currently at $15.00 an hour. The minimum wage is at $13.25 He is promoted to $16.00 an hour. Shortly thereafter,  the Minimum wage changes to $14 an hour. His ‘raise’ will abruptly be little more then Minimum Wage. ( Change from $2.75 raise down to $2 raise b/c of the change in the min wage) In addition don’t forget to update all your mandatory employment posters on an as needed basis (such as with minimum wage changesYou can buy the posters or you can download them for free from the BOLI website – just not as prettyEarlier we spoke about the Equal Pay law – there is a poster you need to also put up for that

https://www.oregon.gov/boli/whd/omw/pages/minimum-wage-rate-summary.aspx


Date Standard Portland Metro Nonurban Counties
January 1, 2016 $9.25 $9.25 $9.25

July 1, 2016 $9.75 $9.75 $9.50
July 1, 2017 $10.25 $11.25 $10.00
July 1, 2018 $10.75 $12.00 $10.50
July 1, 2019 $11.25 $12.50 $11.00
July 1, 2020 $12.00 $13.25 $11.50
July 1, 2021 $12.75 $14.00 $12.00
July 1, 2022 $13.50 $14.75 $12.50
July 1, 2023 Adjusted annually 

based on the increase, 
if any, to the US City 
average Consumer 
Price Index for All 
Urban Consumers
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NikkiNext minimum wage increase is July 1 2021Varies depending on your region (Standard, Portland Metro, Non urban counties)The next slide lists the counties that are considered ‘Nonurban Counties) 



Are you a 
nonurban county?
• Nonurban counties

Baker Klamath
Coos Lake

Crook Malheur
Curry Morrow

Douglas Sherman
Gilliam Umatilla
Grant Union

Harney Wallowa
Jefferson Wheeler

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiThis is a list of counties that would be at the lowest end of the minimum wage change ( $12.00) an hour. 



Benefits eligible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Monica- Another consideration with your employees is when the become eligible for benefits.



Benefits Eligible

• Keep in mind:

• ACA Reporting

• FMLA

• OFLA

• Oregon Sick Leave Law

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nikki/MonicaSo you have onboarded your employee – keep mindful of some of the leaves and benefits they may be eligible forAffordable Care Act – FMLA – OFLA – Oregon sick law to name a few



ACA – Affordable Care Act
• Under ACA, you are required to offer benefits if you have 50 or more full time 

employees. If under 50 employees, you can but are not required to offer benefits

• For ACA (offering of benefits) full time considered to be an AVERAGE of 30 hours a 
week 

• Don’t get confused…

• Full Time includes your Full Time Equivalent

• At the end of the year, remember to process your 1095-C’s if you are subject to.  

• More info can be found on the IRS.gov related to deadlines and how to file.

• BOLI also has information on their site

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiThe American Rescue Plan Act signed into law on March 11, 2021, increases and expands cost assistance under the ACA.    Is your organization governed under the Affordable Care Act?You are required to offer benefits if you have 50 or more employeesIf you have under 50 employees-  you can offer benefits but not necessarily requiredEmployees who work an average of 30 hours per week must be offered benefits1095-C – This document shows each year that your employee had health coverage for tax purposesThis is separate from W2 issued yearly for taxes (on W2 it only shows the employer paid portion, not coverage dates)



FMLA/OFLA

• Are you a covered employer?  YES

• Are your employees eligible? MAYBE

• OFLA – ALL employers in Oregon are covered by OFLA BUT for the employee to 
be eligible, the employer must have 25+ employees

• FMLA – ALL public employers are covered by FMLA BUT for the employee to be 
eligible, the employer must have 50+ employees

• Must be in your handbooks that you are a covered employer (as listed)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MonicaOften get questions about this as it is confusing about the fact your are an FMLA covered employer but employees are eligible if you have the 50 employee minimum (for FMLA)Language must be in your handbooks about being an FMLA/OFLA covered employer even if you don’t meet the required number of employees for the employee to be eligibleThere are other elements to determine if your employee is eligible for either FMLA or OFLA, such as how long they have been employed with you and how many hours they have worked.FMLA.OFLA is a training unto itself.  The take away from this slide is that it is a form of leave you may need to provide and although it is unpaid leave, claims can be brought against an organization for not offering this leave or not managing it correctlyHANDBOOKS



Oregon Sick Leave Law 

• Employers > 10+ employees must implement a sick time policy that allows employees to 
use up to 40 hours of paid sick time per year. 

• Employers < 10 employees must implement a sick time policy that allows employees to 
use up to 40 hours of unpaid sick time per year.

• Employees accrue from first day of employment OR employer can front load 40 hours at 
beginning of year rather than track accruals

• Employee may carry over up to 40 hours of unused sick time

• Employer may adopt policy to cap accrual of sick at 80 hours or using no more than 40 
hours sick time a year

BOLI : Sick time : For Workers : State of Oregon

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MonicaIn 2016 sick leave is required in Oregon under SB 454If you have greater than 10 employees the time is paid, if less than ten it can be unpaidEmployees accrue sick time from first day of employment or you can front load sick time hoursIf you are unsure as to if you are applying this correctly encourage you to review the lawIn addition to providing a notice to employees of the requirements of the law, you are required to provide quarterly notifications to employees of the amounts of accrued and unused sick time. The sick leave law ties also to an accurate accounting of time on your time sheets or via your electronic time keeping system; how are you providing notification to the employee of their accrued and unused sick time?  We will talk about tracking of time later on

https://www.oregon.gov/boli/workers/pages/sick-time.aspx


Work Life



Work Life 

Manual or Software? Payroll

Time Tracking Time Tracked

Payroll Pay Periods

Accuracy & Timeliness

Overtime

When employees have to be paid

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiFor this section, the term ‘work life” applies to time keeping and the other items related to the day in and day out functions of your employeeHow many of you have an electronic time keeping system?  Paper?



Pay Periods vs. Work Week

Pay Periods

•The period of time 
associated with the 
upcoming paycheck
•Example: 11/1-11/15, 

paid on 11/25

Work Week

•When your week begins 
and ends
•There are many 

different variations out 
there.  The typical one 
is Sunday through 
Saturday

Why is this distinction 
important?

•The need for calculating 
overtime.
•Even if the time 

crosses a pay period 
but is within the same 
work week, the 
employee is eligible for 
overtime on their next 
paycheck

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiPay period – An established time frame of  what is documented and compensated for in a paycheckThere are various pay periods – bi weekly, semi monthly, monthly etc.Work Week – work week is different than pay period for the determination of when OT will need to be calculateTypical work week is Sunday through Saturday – but do you have one established for your organization?For purposes of OT – you have to pay for any hours (non exempt) worked in your work week over 40 hours – variances with Collective Bargaining Agreement’s and fire schedulesNOTE: hours cannot be averaged over work weeks (EXAMPLE: 44 hours one week and 36 hours the next for a total of 80 hours) . In this scenario, the 4 hours in week one would need to be compensated as Over Time 



Time Sheets 
• Be sure to accurately reflect hours worked

• Clock in and out?  

• Why? – Audit trail!  If all non-exempt employees clocked in for the day, out 
for lunch, in from lunch and out for the day all information is captured

• Why not? – It’s restrictive.  At a minimum, have non-exempt employees' 
clock in and out for the day.  Lunches can be on the honor system with the 
ability to implement clocking in/out across the board at any time

• Exempt – don’t track time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiTracking of time for non exempt positions The time must be an accurate reflection of what actually has occurred – not 8-8-8-8-8. In some cases I have had where non-exempt were told to track exceptions only (sick time, vacation time) This is not the best practiceDo you want clocking in and out?  Yes – audit trail, proof of lunch taken, information accurately capturedSome go on honor system for things like lunch and breaks being correctly taken because they don’t like having non-exempt clock in and outThis can be problematic in a wage and hour claim because you would be unable to provide the proof needed for accurate timeHaving timesheets done electronically if possible is extremely helpful to payroll. However, if manual is needed, ensure it encompasses everything your payroll person needs to adequately and accurately process.MONICA: Example of district that changed job description/can’t do this in 20 hours/that’s why I work more/no tracking of time



Accuracy/Timeliness
• Accurate, timely records are key to ensuring everyone is paid correctly

• Encourage/require your staff to complete everything within the same pay period
• A time off request from July sent in for processing in October is not acceptable for 

accurate tracking and payment.

• Supervisor approvals (both PTO and timecards) must be timely as well to ensure 
that payroll is processing the correct information based on your knowledge of 
what occurred within your teams

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiStrongly encourage that time keeping is done in current time (same pay period)If your pay period is not monthly, do not save up and do the time sheets all at once at end of month-for the entire month Time off requests should also be current – Payroll should not have to adjust for paid time off months after the factEnsure that what time keeping system you are using (paper or electronic) there is an approval process built in wherein the employee and Supervisor “sign off” that the information provided is true and accurateFYI Accurate records for payroll and time keeping (overall accounting department) – House Bill 3008 makes it so that an employer may not “compel, coerce or otherwise induce or attempt to induce an employee to create, file or sign documents containing information that the employer knows is false related to hours worked or compensation received by the employee” Effective Date: January 1, 2018           Chapter Law: 211 



Breaks
• Unless exempt, Oregon law requires employers to provide meal and rest periods 

to employees.

• Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) also covers most Oregon employees and does 
not require meal or rest periods, employers must comply with the law that is 
most beneficial to the employee—in this case, the Oregon law. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiBreaks and lunches must be provided by Oregon lawEmployee must be relieved of all duties during meal period – so if they eat at their desk etc., that time is actually to be paid timeBy law,  Employees cannot “stack” their breaks, or choose to work through lunch and leave early This is again, one of the places where a wage and hour claim can come into play – would you be able to “prove” an employee received their lunches and breaks?  Its not a problem until it is a problem



Meal Period - Breaks
• The typical adult employee whose work period is eight hours long is entitled to 

receive at least a 30-minute unpaid meal period and two paid ten-minute rest 
breaks

• Meal period “timing”
• If the work period is at least six hours but less than seven hours:  

• The meal period is to be taken after the second hour worked and prior to the 
commencement of the fifth hour worked.

• EXAMPLE: Joe work period is from 8 am to 3:00 pm (7 hrs.) . Joe would 
need to take his meal sometime between 10 am and before noon. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nikki- The above outline is a couple of common breaks.. 



Meal Period - Breaks
• If the work period is more than seven hours.  

• The meal period is to be taken after the third hour worked and prior to the 
commencement sixth hour worked.

• Example: Joe worked period is from 8 am to 4 pm (8 hrs.). Joe would 
need to take his meal sometime between 11 am and 1 pm. 

https://www.oregon.gov/boli/ta/pages/t_faq_meal_and_rest_period_rules.aspx

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiAnother example……………………More information ( as well as a helpful chart) can be found at the listed BOLI website



Overtime

• FLSA guidelines required overtime be paid after 40 in a workweek

• Some employers may have other rules on this including paying overtime after 8 
hours in a day

• Both are applicable practices so as long as the practice is within the laws 
criteria

Do you have a Collective Bargaining agreement? – check that for additional 
clarification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiTalked about this a little earlier when we spoke about pay period and work weeksPerhaps you have an internal policy or a Collective Bargaining Agreement  in which it states OT is paid after 8 hours worked in a day – that is ok since it is “better” than the FLSAYou can always do things if they are above the minimums outlined by various laws



Is it “Off the Clock”?
• Many FLSA lawsuits have involved employers failing to include time spent by 

employees performing work activities outside of their normal shifts. 

• Examples;
• Employees "come early" and start working before the official start time of their shifts. 

• Pre-shift "roll calls" are work time. 

• Time spent setting up equipment before the official start time of a shift is work time.

• Some employees may similarly "stay late" after shifts performing work

• Time spent by an employee cleaning equipment after the close of a shift is work time. 

• Employee performing job-related activities "on the way home," as for example an 
assistant who drops off the day's mail at the post office 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiMany FLSA lawsuits have involved employers failing to include time spent by employees performing work activities outside of their normal shifts.Some employees, for example, may "come early" and start working before the official start time of their shiftsSuch time counts as work time and must be included in FLSA pay computations, provided only that the employer knew or should have known that the employee was beginning work early (and, of course, to the extent that the employee spent pre-shift time actually performing work activities).Other scenarios that are counted as “Work Time” include: Pre-shift "roll calls" Time spent setting up equipment before the official start time of a shift. Some employees may similarly "stay late" after shifts performing work. Time spent by an employee cleaning equipment after the close of a shift. Post-shift work time could also include time spent by an employee performing job-related activities "on the way home," . For example an assistant who drops off the day's mail at the post office or delivers some paperwork to a customer or supplier. Some employees take work home. That time may well be work time. Similarly, if an employee is contacted at home by telephone for work related reasons, the time spent is work time (and, of course, if an employee is "called back" to work, the time counts as work time). With the advancement of technology, the issue of off the clock work is becoming more prevalent.  employers need to be aware that may become something you really do need to manage. Employees now have email on their phone and be responding after hours – that is compensable time (non exempt)Its kind of a catch-22 because some employees are just good employees and are not concerned with the 10 minutes here and there. However it is a law that should be followed because again, it only takes oneThere is the de minimis rule: The de minimis rule is the concept of actual work time being so small an amount that it is not required to be paid. This “rule” has long been established by federal case law, which has been adopted by all state courts as well. The basic principle is that, under certain conditions, amounts of time are “trifles” that need not be paid.The factors that must be considered in every case are:�1. The practical administrative difficulty of recording small amounts of time for payroll purposes.�2. The aggregate amount of compensable time.�3. The regularity of the additional work.MONICA: Consider two things here – one the potential for overtime that isn’t tracked or paid AND now with working from home and people doing things like answering email at 9 pm etc



Overtime and things to be mindful of

• Training time
• All training time is work time if it occurs during an employee’s regular shift or if it is 

required by the employer.

• Meal Periods
• Ex: An employee who “eats a sandwich at the desk” or is required to monitor a 

machine, is working through lunch

• Overtime is calculated at 1 ½ times the standard rate based on FLSA guidelines.  

• Double check to see if you have a policy that differs from this (i.e. double time, 
etc.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiUnless there is something over this in you Collective Bargaining Agreement or policies, overtime is to be compensated at 1 and ½ times the regular rate of payThere may be differences between represented and non-represented employeesPublic employers are allowed to account for overtime by the use of Comp Time – or compensatory time MONICA: COMP Time – CONSIDER A CAP – EXAMPLE OF ONE PAID OUT AT ABOUT $50,000



Overtime – How to calculate for non-exempt salaried

• Non-exempt salaried employees receiving a salary, the salary must be converted 
to an hourly rate for the purpose of calculating overtime

• Calculation of the employee’s hourly rate must include things like:

• Shift differentials, longevity pay, attendance pay, etc.

• Further guidelines and explanations can be found on the FLSA website to 
help in understanding how to factor in these items for complex situations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiThere is another unique type of status that isn’t often seen: That is Non-exempt salariedThis employee is in a non-exempt position but is paid a set salaryHours must still be tracked, and any overtime paid accordinglyRemember: when calculating overtime  for the non-exempt salaried you must calculate an hourly wage for the purposes of overtime



Overtime – Rounding Practices…..
• Any rounding practices must not result, over a period of time, in failure to 

compensate an employee properly for all the time actually worked 
• 29 Code of Federal Regulation § 785.48

Consistency is key in the use of the “rounding practice”. For example, for the quarter of an hour: 

Example:  7:51 should round to 7:45
8:09 should round to 8:15
5:39 should round to 5:45
5:21 should round to 5:15

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiCode 29 of Federal Regulations (Federal Law) covers rounding practices. 



When Employees Have to be Paid

• Employees must be paid at least once every 35 days

• Direct deposit – can you make it mandatory?

• Short answer…yes

• Long answer: According to ORS 652.110 employers may require employees go on 
direct deposit without employee consent. Previously, employers and employees had 
to agree to authorize direct deposit but since 2014, employers can have direct deposit 
as the default. Employees must now proactively opt out of direct deposit. Employees 
can opt out of direct deposit verbally or in writing. Employees unable or unwilling to 
go on direct deposit will likely notify their employer immediately.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiBy law, employees must be paid at minimum once every 35 daysDirect Deposit – can you make it mandatory? Yes and NoYou can have direct deposit as you default and the employee must proactively opt out of direct deposit (verbally or in writing)



Direct Deposit

• Advantages of Direct Deposit
• No need to pass out paychecks or mail them to recipients and be at the 

mercy of the mail system
• Shortens payroll processing window if all employees paychecks will be 

processed electronically

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiAdvantage of direct deposit is there is no need to manually hand them our or mail them (lost in the mail, delayed etc)Helps to shorten the payroll process



Taxes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And our favorite subject - taxes



Federal Taxes - Definitions

Federal – a tax levied by the IRS on the annual earnings of individuals, corporations, trusts 
and other legal entities

Social Security (Federal tax) – a tax used to pay for retirement, disability and survivorship 
benefits

Medicare ( federal tax) – funds and covers expenses for the Medicare program

FUTA – Federal Unemployment Tax Act – revenue collected that is then allocated to state 
unemployment agencies and paid to unemployed workers who are eligible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiThe following slides are common tax terms that you will hear when dealing with payroll. Taxes are enforced at the Federal, State and local levels.  



State Taxes - Definitions
State – a direct tax levied by a state on your income

SUTA – State Unemployment Tax Act – revenue collected that is then allocated to 
fund unemployment benefits

Oregon Transit (State Tax) – Statewide wage tax used to finance investments and 
improvements in public transportation services, except for those involving light 
rail

WBF (State Tax)– Worker’s Benefit Fund – funds state programs that directly 
benefit injured workers and the employers who help make it possible for them to 
return to the workforce

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiThe Oregon Transit Tax: The statewide transit tax is imposed on the wages of each employee, but the employer is responsible for withholding, reporting, and remitting the statewide transit tax.Local Taxes affect certain areas or specific counties. An example is the latest Portland Metro Supportive Housing Services tax and the Preschool for All Personal Income Tax. These taxes target specific Oregon counties for employers or employees that earn income in those areas.  



Taxes – Who Pays What?

EMPLOYER (ON BEHALF OF THE EMPLOYEE) 

• FUTA 

• SUTA 

• FICA
• Medicare 1.65%
• Social Security 6.2%

• WBF Fund 1.2 cents per hour

• Oregon Transit Tax ($1 per $1000)

EMPLOYEE

• Federal – based on W-4 elections

• State – based on W-4 elections

• FICA
• Medicare 1.65%
• Social Security 6.2%

• WBF Fund 1.2 cents per hour (possible to 
be paid for by the employer and recorded 
as earnings)

• Oregon Transit Tax ($1 per $1000)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nikki- An employer collects taxes at the federal, state and local level from an employees paychecks. The amounts collected are then paid to the federal, state and local agencies throughout the year. This why it’s important for an employee to complete their  W-4’s and to communicate with the payroll department of any changes that occur that would affect the information provided on the W-4.  



Deductions
Employers may legally deduct the following from employee wages per ORS 652.610: 

• Deductions required by law such as taxes or garnishments. 

• Deductions that are for the employee´s benefit such as health insurance premiums. 

• Other deductions authorized by the employee in writing as long as the employer is 
not the ultimate recipient of the money, such as charitable contributions. 

• Deductions authorized by a collective bargaining agreement to which the employer 
is a party. 

Presenter
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Nikki



More legal deductions
• Deductions for processing garnishments under ORS 18.736 (fee cannot be 

collected if garnishment is 25% of disposable earnings). 

• A deduction from a final paycheck for a cash loan to an employee, if the 
employee has voluntarily signed a loan agreement, and the loan was for the 
employee´s sole benefit. 

• ORS 18.385: A deduction from the final paycheck for repayment of a loan 
may not exceed 25 percent of the employee´s disposable earnings OR the 
amount of disposable earnings in excess of $254 per week whichever is less. 
Disposable earnings are generally net earnings after tax deductions and 
family support withholdings. 

Presenter
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Resignation/Termination/Retirement

• If you believe your situation may need assistance in one of these areas, please reach out!

• Pre-Loss Situation?  Contact Spencer Rockwell 

• COBRA potential?  Contact Shelly Barker

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MonicaTermination of an employee for many different reasons requires the final check to be paid on specific timeline at minimumAlso – reminder that if you are considering an involuntary termination its best to consult with Spencer Rockwell (pre loss legal) to advise you on your process – this can help save a deductible on your insurance if a law suit follows the termination including a wage and hour lawsuitShelly Barker is the Health and benefits program manager and the person to contact with not only questions about your medical but also COBRA



Final check
• From a payroll standpoint, the biggest question that comes up is “When is the 

last check due to the employee?”  The answer is different based on the situation.

• Resigns with less than 48 hours notice or no notice – due within 5 days (not 
including weekends or holidays) or on next regular payday, whichever 
comes first 

• Resigns with 48 hours notice or more – due on the last day worked

• Resigns with 48 hours notice or more but last day worked is a weekend –
due on the following Monday

• Terminated – check is due by end of business the following day

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiWhen is a final check due?  It depends; resignation with less than 48 hours notice – due within 5 business days OR on the next regular payday, whichever is first 48 hours or more notice it is due on last day worked – 48 hours or more notice but last day worked is a weekend, then due on the following Monday any involuntary termination the check is due by business the following day.MONICA _ IDEA ABOUT HAVING CHECK ON LAST DAY



Final Paycheck Calculation Reminders
• If you offer sick, vacation or PTO, ensure you refer to your policy on how that is paid out.

• Is there only a portion paid out (i.e. vacation, but not sick)?

• Benefit True Up – what does this mean?

• Some employers that offer benefits collect from the employee after they have paid the 
carrier which means that employee would owe you for one more benefit period.

• If you deduct from the employee prior to paying the carrier, you should have all 
benefits paid in full upon termination

• As a rule of thumb, double check that all premiums due from the employee are 
collected on that last check

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikkiBe sure to review your policies and collective bargaining agreements regarding if & how you pay out any sick, vacation or PTO balances to a departing employeeAlso be aware of your benefits and if the employee pays a share, if you will owe that money back to them, or if they would owe you….-   Remember: you cannot withhold funds from a final check for items the employees are expected to be returning to you (like a cell phone, tools or uniforms) 



As a Special Note: If you haven’t yet contacted your legislators and the Governor’s office 
regarding the American Recovery Act, it’s not too late! Please see our SDAO Weekly 
Update for tips on how to get your voice heard! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
nikkiThe American Recovery Plan Act (ARPCA) allocated $2.6 billion to the State of Oregon and $1.5 billion to Oregon Cities and Counties. However Special Districts need to have their voices heard so that they are not left behind. 



Contact information

Pre-Loss Legal Spencer Rockwell srockwell@sdao.com 503-400-3132

Benefits and COBRA Shelly Barker sbarker@sdao.com 503-375-8889

Accounting and 
Payroll

Nicole Harbaugh nharbaugh@sdao.com 503-400-3133

Human Resources Monica Harrison mharrison@sado.com 503-400-3130
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